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Abstract 

The article describes the methods of management precision processing spatially-complex surfaces on CNC milling machines. 
The technique of engineering design operation of the finishing milling spatially complex surfaces on CNC milling machines, 
allowing to implement a change management method within the geometric parameters of the cutting area. A mathematical model 
allowing stabilize the components of the cutting force by law-changing supply in some parts of the treated surface spatially 
complex shape. Evaluation of performance management techniques listed processing accuracy has shown that the most effective 
control method has an accuracy of a change in the geometric parameters of the cutting area. 
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1. Introduction 

At design engineering of fine milling of crooked spatial surfaces by means of СNС machines the main objective 
is achievement of maximum efficiency at the required accuracy. 

There are several approaches to control accuracy of fine milling of crooked spatial surfaces, which have different 
efficiency. The following methods are used for control: change of one or several cutting mode parameters; change of 
the cutting geometry; change of the cutting tool parameters in the course of working, etc. [1-9]. 

For design engineering of control programs for working of crooked spatial workpiece by means of СNС 
machines in most cases САМ (Computer Edit Manufacturing) systems are used. Such systems are aimed at 
implementation of only one control method – maintaining of equal working conditions by program orientation of the 
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cutter axis normally to the working surface. However, such control is efficient for rare private cases of working of 
crooked spatial surfaces with a uniform allowance. In case the working surface has a stepped allowance, a manifold 
growth of instability of the cutting forces requires new complex approaches to their stabilization [10-15]. 

 
Nomenclature 

zS   feed 
z
x



 private derived functions  ,z x y  by arguments x 
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 private derived functions  ,z x y  by arguments y 

N  allowable value of elastic displacements 

i   stress intensity 

zl   value of blunting edge 
z  number of cutter teeth 
k number of sections of the active part of the cutting edge 
a  thickness of cut 

vn  central upper angle between the cutter rotation axis and end intersection points of the blade with the  
 allowance 

nn  central bottom angle between the cutter rotation axis and end intersection points of the blade with the  
 allowance 

1  angle of shear 
R  cutter radius 
  friction coefficient 
  pressure angle in the considered point of the cutting edge 
  contact angle of the cutter tooth in the considered point 
E  modulus of elasticity 
l  spread of the cutter 

prJ  equivalent moment of inertia 
zcj  hardness of the process system 

   surface angle inclination in the feed direction 
   surface angle perpendicular to the feeding direction 
dz   step height allowance 

2. The results of the study to assess the accuracy of performance management 

The authors of this work conducted researches in evaluation of efficiency of accuracy control methods, which 
resulted in the following findings. 

Geometrical parameters of the cutting area, which mainly depend on the pitch angles of the working surface, 
exercise maximum influence on the nature of changes in all three components of the cutting force. Instability of the 
cutting forces preconditions variable error of the dynamic setting of the process system, which can change by 
several times at different sections of the crooked spatial surface with different pitch angles in relation to the 
direction of feed motion. Thus, at fine milling instability of the cutting process exercises maximum influence on the 
accuracy of sizes and shape of the working surface. 

The task of increase of fine milling accuracy can be solved by stabilization of the cutting force components 
resulting in the working error.  

In order to solve this task the authors of the research have obtained dependencies allowing to describe the change 
in the geometrical parameters of the cutting area depending on the shape of the working surface, relative position of 
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